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Create a data map. To comply fully

with future e-discovery obligations,

the company must know what ESI

it has and how to access it. This

can be achieved by creating a

"data map" that identifies:

the various sources and locations of ESI;

the retention periods for different

types of ESI; and

whether certain ESI is reasonably

accessible, such as ESI maintained by

a third-party cloud computing vendor.

Keep the data map current. The

company's in-house lawyers and IT

personnel should work together to

periodically update the data map.
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Written Information

Security Programs -
Compliance with the

Massachusetts Data Security
Regulation

Preliminary steps Massachusetts WISP

requires every person that

owns or licenses personal

information about a

Massachusetts resident to

develop, implement and

maintain a comprehensive

written information security

program that contains

administrative, technical and

physical safeguards that are

appropriate to:

The size, scope and type of the

person's business.

The person's available resources.

The amount of stored data.

The need for security and

confidentiality of both consumer

and employee information.

In addition, the safeguards must

be consistent with safeguards for

protection of similar personal

information and information set

out in any state or federal

regulations that apply to that

person.

(Mass. Regs. Code tit. 201 § 17.03(1)).

Restrictions

Applicable to the

following:

Definitions

Program Oversight

common risks include:

Cases on WISP

Comply with the PCI DSS.
maintained personal

information on unencrypted

back-up tapes and did not

follow its own WISP.

The Belmont Savings Bank and

Maloney Properties

enforcement actions

(In the Matter of Belmont Sav.

Bank, CIF. No. 11-2774, Assurance

of Discontinuance (Mass. Sup. Ct.

July 28, 2011) and In the Matter of

Maloney Props., Inc., CIF. No.

12-1127, Assurance of

Discontinuance (Mass. Sup. Ct.

Mar. 21, 2012).)

failing to protect consumers'

personal and confidential

health information.

mishandled and improperly

disposed of the pathology

groups' medical records, which

contained unredacted personal

information and protected

health information. This

information included patients'

names, Social Security numbers

and medical diagnoses.

failure to secure and report the

loss of personal information

and protected health

information of over 12,000

Massachusetts residents that

was contained on 19 lost

unencrypted backup tapes.
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